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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMMENT

"Gagged and bound though it is France remains the best barometer of the

moral climate of Europe and the truest index of the course of Hitler’s war,”
comments today’s New York Times.

“Whenever the struggle approaches a new turn, as when the autumn rains

in Russia herald the end of the summer campaign, the ’pressure on France

increases.

"A long grumbling internal crisis comes to a head in the courageous

letter addressed to Marshal Petain by the old parliamentary leaders, Jules

Jeanneney and Edouard Herriot• This is the voice of French republicans

rising against the suppression of the last institutions of the republic.

“It is, the voice of parliament, the only legal basis on which the Vichy
Government operates, accusing the Chief of State of betraying his mandate and

violating his solemn promise to limit his powers.

"It is the voice of the people, protesting against the abrogation of

civil and penal rights, against steps tending to deprive the nation of the

right ’freely to decide for itself its definite regime’.

“The real purpose of their letter, however, is to raise the alarm against

any move to draw France into the war 'against our allies’.

“It is above all a solemn admonition to Vichy that the people will not

follow along that path.

“Thus the letter signifies mere than an interval crisis. It is definitely
linked up with a crisis in the war, Issued at this time at great risk to the

writers, it is pretty conclusive inside evidence that the protests of Laval

against American bombing of German-controlled war plants in France are a

deliberate attempt to work up French feeling for a severance of relations with

the United’ Nations.

“And this means that the Nazis are pressing hard to get France into the

war. The peril must be real to evoke this danger signal from the old political
leader’s on the ground, men who have deliberately elected to remain within France

and share the fate of their countrymen.

“Their warning is directed, not only to Petain and Laval, moreover,, but to

their friends outside. Therefore it cannot be viewed apart from the develop-

ments of the war as a whole.

“Hitler’s intensified demands on Vichy, like the British move to occupy

the whole of Madagascar, indicate that France is once more a centre of pressure.

“It must be now clear to the Germans that the present campaign in Russia,

however it ends and however seriously the Russians are crippled by their losses,

is as inconclusive as last year’s drive.

“As the great summer offensive' ends without a final decision, Hitler needs

French ships, French bases, French production as he has never needed them

before,"
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FREEDOM FOR JEWS

"The history of the Jewish people has been a long tale of sadness", writes

the Washington Post, in connection with the opening of the Jewish New Year.

"No people has' had such a melancholy fate throughout the centuries. Yet their

stoic idealism has kept the Jews alive despite the recurrent pogroms and

persecutions which have decimated then time and time again.

"Certainly at present the Jewish people are not alone in the struggle for

survival which has been their eternal problem. This war .against Hitlerism is

the war all the common people - Jews, Christians, Mohammedans, Confucianists,

Buddhists. It is a war for the right of all men to worship God as they see fit.
It is a war against slavery of the mind as much as it is a war against those who

hate the very physical presence of peaceloving men.

"In this war therefore the problem of the Jews has become the problem of

every people* Never before has the case been so clear; it is either to be

freedom on earth for all or bondage for everyone* None will be spared if Nazism

is triumphant*

"Long ago the German people themselves - Herrenvolk though they are - began

to taste virtual slavery in the Gestapo-ridden Reich* All the conquered peoples
have bitterly learned by the mass hostage killings of innocent compatriots what

the now order means in their ravished homelands. And we must add to this the

mass murder at Rotterdam, the terrible vengeance at Lidice and the barbaric

evacuation of Jews from their miserable havens to the ghastly ghetto that is

Warsaw*

"Yet despite the sad year which has just passed for the Jews and all mankind

the coming year fortunately offers much promise toward the restoration of decency
for all men,"

LISBON'S REACTION

"An explanation of Lisbon's critical reaction to the Nazi cinematographic
war appears to Die in the fact that the bloom is off Herr Hitler," says the

New York Herald Tribune,

"He has a powerful army to be sure, a very powerful arm. But after three

years it is still fighting, with victory recoding in the distance,"

AIR SUPERIORITY

"Performance data, in the field of action in all theatres assembled with great
care by the War Department show that our aircraft - fighters as well as bombers -

are consistently outfighting the aircraft of the enemy, whether that enemy be the

Luftwaffe over the Continent or the Egyptian Desert or the airmen of Hirohito in

the Pacific arena," says the New York Times,

"Our pursuit planes, the P 40s and P 39s, in August outfought Japanese Zeros

at a ratio better than five to one and three to one respectively.

"The score on all fronts for all types of planes had risen in August to 4.5

to one in our favour and, in the last week of the month, American pilots on .all

fronts beat the enemy by ten to one*

"The pursuit pianos which have been so generously criticized by,-the armchair

experts were able, for the famous AVG group, to destroy 218 Japanese bombers with
the loss of only two of their own number.

"Meanwhile, during the same period P 39s shot down 13 Zeros and probably

destroyed five others, against a loss of four.

"So outstanding has been the performance of our heavy bombers, notably the B 17
Flying Fortresses and the B 24 Liberators, that the British now declare that it will

lead to a drastic re-sorting of basic ideas of air warfare*

"Not only have these planes been able to show 'on target' accuracy from great
altitudes far beyond any previous experience but they have proved more than a match

for the best German fighters endeavouring to intercept*"
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